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Many TV screens are being accidentally damaged every single day. Since, in most cases repair
does not make economical sense those TVâ€™s are being replaced rather than repaired. Provided that
manufacturer warranties do not cover damages to the fragile TV screen we are focused on finding
the best screen protector that can prevent damage to large screen televisions.

We tested a TV screen protector marketed under the Vizomax brand name. This test review
includes main points that customers are interested in. We also compare Vizomaxâ„¢ with other TV
screen protectors that we have tested and reviewed recently. The overall impression form the TV
screen protector is that it is well-built and will provide screen protection not only from small flying
objects but also from hard hits by different heavy objects like a baseball or a heavy toy.

Vizomax Summary:

Well-built â€“ exceptional clarity combined with great strength - special material provides protection and
cannot be broken by a remote control or a toy

Enhanced Screen ventilation â€“ Unlike other types of protectors that can cause screen overheating
and damage 

Nice appearance â€“ looks like a part of the TV

Picture quality on a 46 inch Samsung LED that we tested was not affected at all

Ideal for use with mounting brackets â€“ has no interference with the mounting bracket mechanics

Easy to detach for cleaning

Protection:

One of the tests that we conduct consists of throwing a standard TV remote control with a full force
at a TV protected with a TV screen protector. Vizomaxâ„¢ performed extremely well and we saw the
remote bouncing off the protector surface and on the third and final trial breaking apart on impact.
We make the conclusion that a HDTV screen covered with a TV screen protector of this kind will be
virtually impossible to break. The protector can protect the screen from children, pets, gaming
equipment etc.  

Screen Ventilation:

Essential part of the screen protector design is its ability to keep the screen cool. Screen
overheating can cause substantial damage to a flat-screen TV and is not addressed in the design of
other TV screen protectors on the market.

We consider screen ventilation the main advantage of Vizomax over competitive products and
cannot stress enough the importance of screen ventilation and the fact that screen overheating
could ruin any HDTV. Screens that run under excess temperature can suffer structural damage and
will eventually be damaged to the extend where normal operation will be impossible.

The air flow that cools the screen rises vertically in front of the screen and reduces the viewing
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surface temperature. The main difference between Vizomax and the conventional type protectors is
that product ability to maintain and even accelerate the airflow that runs in front of the screen.

Appearance:

The TV protector is very well made and when attached on an HDTV looks like a part of the TV. We
tested the product on a 46 inch LED Samsung and the looks of the valuable electronics was not
affected. In fact, the new LED TV had some similarly looking edges made from transparent plastic
that visually fit nicely with the protector.

Protector weight is balanced and appropriate for use with the latest LED TVâ€™s that are light weight
and have thinner stands.

Installation:

Installing the TV screen protector is extremely easy. Unlike other TV screen protectors on the
market the reclosable fasteners allow Vizomax to be easily installed and detached from the LED,
LCD or Plasma TV for cleaning. All you need to do is to grab and gently pull the TV screen protector
to disengage the reclosable fasteners that hold it firmly in front of the TV. The fasteners also help
the absorption of impact and provide ventilation gap between the frame and the protector.

The TV screen protector can be permanently removed without leaving a trace by following the
provided instructions.

Glare vs. Anti-glare:

As we mentioned, Vizomax products do not affect the HD picture quality. Unlike antiglare products
that reduce sharpness, create fussiness and distort the picture Vizomax maintains the high
definition (HD) picture quality. Similarly to many televisions on the market Vizomax TV screen
protector has a glossy surface that is best for HD picture.

Any potential glare can be neutralized by light management in your leaving room.

What is important when you buy TV screen protector?

The material should be with special optical parameters that allow high transparency and prevent
distortions. Such high quality material ensures that the TV screen protector has excellent
transparency and will not affect the HDTV picture quality.

The reinforced material used to make Vizomax provides excellent protection. It is important to
remember that protection is what the TV protector was purchased for.

Some lower quality thick and heavy materials were used in the pasts and proved to be unsuitable
for the latest LED and LCD television that cannot be supported by the thinner frames and stands.   

Screen Ventilation â€“ with abundance of protectors that block the airflow it is important that you
purchase a protector that in fact keeps the LED, LCD or Plasma screen cool.
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pictures of the product you can visit www.vizomax.com
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